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Abstract 8 

We exploit the potential of magnetic fabrics acting as strain markers in folded layers, by 9 

analysing an exceptionally well-exposed, recent (<1 kyr) slump horizon in unlithified lake 10 

deposits within the Dead Sea basin. The ~3-m-long folded soft-sediment layer, together with 11 

an underlying basal detachment, and an ‘undeformed’ reference layer are extensively 12 

sampled (n=97) for an anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) analysis. This analysis 13 

reveals deformation fabrics within the folded layer which are significantly different from 14 

fabrics detected in the ‘undeformed’ layer. The maximum magnetic susceptibility axes (K1) 15 

show a hinge-parallel orientation, and the minimum magnetic susceptibility axes (K3) show a 16 

trail of orientations directed eastward parallel to the direction of downslope slumping toward 17 

the depocenter of the basin. In terms of shape of the AMS, samples from the ‘undeformed’ 18 

layer are oblate, while the majority of samples from the fold backlimb are oblate to neutral, 19 

and those from the forelimb and hinge zones are more prolate. We postulate that the 20 

deformation shown by the AMS analysis approximates well to sections through the strain 21 
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ellipsoid in the folded layer, suggesting that magnetic fabrics serve as strain markers that are 22 

invisible to the naked eye. The deformation fabrics are created by particles moving relative to 23 

one another and reorganising during hydroplastic deformation. Particles physically rotate in 24 

the hinge zone, resulting in shortening of the intermediate axes and creation of more prolate 25 

shapes. The combination of two types of fabrics (deposition and deformation) in the hinge 26 

zones increases the intensity of the lineation due to the intersection of the primary and 27 

secondary fabrics (foliations). Based on the dense sampling scheme, we produce GIS-based 28 

interpolation maps that show the spatial distribution of the AMS parameters in the folded 29 

layer. These maps are compared to data from classical strain analyses, providing a benchmark 30 

for combining traditional structural methods and AMS analyses in studying folding and soft-31 

sediment deformation. 32 

1. Introduction 33 

Folds are one of the most abundant and widespread structures on Earth, ranging in scale from 34 

sub-mm to many km and preserving valuable information about the deformation history of 35 

both rocks and sediments. Modern fold theory and techniques developed by John Ramsay 36 

(Ramsay, 1967) and co-workers (e.g., Ramsay and Huber, 1983, 1987; Ramsay and Lisle, 37 

2000) have greatly improved our ability to describe the geometry of the folds, analyse fold 38 

kinematics and infer the mechanisms of their origin. One of the great challenges in these 39 

analyses is to gain a 3D view of the accumulated strain by combining 2D data from several 40 

differently oriented sections (Fossen, 2016). To this end, the potential of magnetic fabrics, 41 

mainly anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) fabrics, have been exploited as a proxy 42 

to strain (e.g., Hrouda, 1982; Borradaile and Jackson 2010 and reference therein). The basis 43 

of relating AMS fabrics and strain is rooted in the mathematics of these quantities, which are 44 

both second-rank tensors that describe the anisotropic physical property and state of the 45 
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material, respectively. The maximum K1, intermediate K2 and minimum K3 magnetic 46 

susceptibility axes (eigenvectors) correspond to k1, k2 and k3 eigenvalues of the AMS. The 47 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues define the orientation and shape of the AMS ellipsoid, in much 48 

the same way as the directions of the principal strain axes (X≥Y≥Z) and their magnitudes 49 

define the orientation and shape of the strain ellipsoid (Borradaile, 2003). In sediments and 50 

sedimentary rocks, the K1 and K3 axes are generally parallel to the long and short axes of 51 

grain shapes, respectively. For platy particles such as clay, K3 axes are typically parallel to 52 

the short axes of the particle shapes (Borradile and Henry, 1997). When deposited in still-53 

water, elongate and platy particles tend to lie parallel to the horizontal bedding plane, forming 54 

a ‘deposition fabric’. In this fabric, the K1 and K2 axes lie within the bedding plane and are 55 

indistinguishable, while the K3 axes are vertical and well-clustered, forming an oblate shape 56 

to the AMS ellipsoid (k3<<k1,k2). In a fluvial-lacustrine environment that enhances weak 57 

particle alignment (Rees, 1983), a ‘quasi-deposition fabric’ evolves in which the oblateness 58 

of the AMS ellipsoid is quite strong but K1 and K2 axes are well-clustered and distinguishable 59 

(Levi et al., 2006a). During later soft-sediment deformation (Maltman, 1984), the original 60 

fabric might evolve into a ‘deformation fabric’, in which the K1 and K2 axes are well-61 

clustered and distinguishable and the shape of the AMS ellipsoid changes gradually from 62 

oblate (k3<<k1,k2) to prolate (k3,k2<<k1).  63 

In many deformed environments, the principal AMS axes (eigenvectors) are coaxial with the 64 

directions of the principal strain axes (Borradaile 1988, 1991; Averbuch et al., 1992; 65 

Borradaile and Henry, 1997; Mattei et al., 1997; Mattei et al., 1999; Parés et al., 1999; Hirt et 66 

al., 2000; Cifelli et al., 2004; Cifelli et al., 2005; Soto et al., 2009; Borradaile and Jackson, 67 

2010; Mamtani et al., 2013; Mamtani et al., 2017). Although there has been limited success in 68 

the scaling between the AMS eigenvalues and the strain magnitudes, the overall shape of the 69 

AMS ellipsoid (e.g., oblate versus prolate) provides a fair to good approximation of the strain 70 
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geometry of the deformed rocks and sediments (e.g., Hrouda, 1993; Borradaile and Jackson 71 

2010). In that regard, the spatial distribution of magnetic fabrics in folded lithified rocks (e.g., 72 

granitoids, quartzites) were previously studied and variations in the degrees of anisotropy in 73 

the various structural domains (fold limbs, hinges) were derived (Mukherji et al., 2004; 74 

Mamtani and Sengupta, 2010). However, these AMS-structural relations have scarcely been 75 

tested for folded layers in unlithified, soft-sediment which form the focus of the present 76 

study. 77 

In previous works, we studied the magnetic fabrics of the late-Pleistocene Lisan Formation, 78 

facilitating comparison between directions of AMS axes and the transport directions of slump 79 

horizons within the Dead Sea basin (Weinberger et al., 2017). We applied AMS to 80 

characterize various seismites, including injected clastic dykes (Levi et al., 2006a; Levi et al., 81 

2006b), breccia layers (Levi et al., 2018), fold-thrust systems (Alsop et al., 2020a), bedding-82 

plane slips (Weinberger et al., 2016) and co-seismic fault zones (Levi et al., 2014; Elhanati et 83 

al., 2020) that have been triggered by earthquakes along the seismically-active Dead Sea 84 

Fault (Garfunkel, 1981). In this work, we further investigate the potential of magnetic fabrics 85 

as strain markers, expediting the interpretation of fold kinematics during soft-sediment 86 

deformation. We take advantage of the exceptionally well-exposed, recent (<1 kyr) slump 87 

horizons in lake deposits within the Dead Sea basin. The advantage of this setting compared 88 

to folds in lithified rocks which may have identical geometries (e.g. Hudleston, 1986; Alsop 89 

et al., 2019) is that laminated lake sediments provide detailed and precise markers of fold 90 

shapes, which are largely unaffected by subsequent processes. These sediments are exposed 91 

due to continuous lake-level drop and shrinkage of the Dead Sea, which reveals primary folds 92 

that formed in single events due to gravity-driven slumping. The spatial distribution of the 93 

magnetic fabrics in a folded layer are compared to Ramsay’s (1967) and Lisle’s (1992) strain 94 
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analyses, providing a benchmark for combining traditional and AMS techniques in the study 95 

of soft-sediment deformation. 96 

2. Geologic setting 97 

The Dead Sea basin is a pull-apart structure developed between two left-stepping strands of 98 

the Dead Sea Fault (DSF) system (Fig. 1a,b; Quennell, 1956; Garfunkel, 1981). The basin is 99 

accompanied by a series of oblique-normal faults that juxtapose Cretaceous carbonate rocks 100 

against Quaternary lacustrine and alluvial sediments along the basin’s western margin fault 101 

zone (Fig. 1b, c). The Dead Sea is a terminal lake, the youngest of a series of lakes that have 102 

occupied the basin since the Upper Miocene. Late Pleistocene and Holocene fan-deltas are 103 

common deposits along the western margins of the Dead Sea (e.g., Sneh, 1979), one of which 104 

is the Ze’elim fan-delta that emanates from the Ze’elim Wadi (Fig. 1b, c). Below ca.- 390 m 105 

mean sea level (m.s.l.), the Ze’elim fan-delta is dominated by mudflats consisting of 20–40 m 106 

of alternating layers of chemical and detrital laminae as well as clay, silt, sand, salt, and 107 

gravel of the Holocene Ze’elim Formation, with a ~10 ka salt layer at its base (Yechieli et al., 108 

1993; Ken-Tor et al., 2001). It is currently exposed around the margins of the Dead Sea (Fig. 109 

1b) and has also been recovered in drill cores taken from nearer the depocentre of the basin 110 

(Lu et al., 2017; Kagan et al., 2018). The shore-margin strip at the western edge of the basin 111 

displays a ~5o slope, which steepens to 20o below the present water level (Coianiz et al., 112 

2019). This area was first exposed during the late 1970’s in response to a drop in the Dead 113 

Sea water level and is currently undergoing rapid gully incision as ~1 m per year falls in 114 

water levels continue (Avni et al., 2016). 115 

The Ze’elim Formation records deformation such as seismites and injection structures, which 116 

were associated with earthquakes related to the DSF (Enzel et al., 2000; Ken-Tor et al., 2001; 117 
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Kagan et al., 2011). Slump horizons and mass transport deposits (MTD) are abundant in 118 

shore-margin strip (Alsop and Weinberger, 2020). In a previous study on the Ze’elim 119 

Formation in the fan-delta (Fig. 1), Alsop and Weinberger (2020a) analysed the variation in 120 

fold geometry and orientations down the length of an individual ‘creeping’ slump at the 121 

Ze’elim gully. Fold hinges define broad arcs at high angles to flow in the downslope toe of 122 

the slump and progressively swing to become sub-parallel to flow in the upslope region. The 123 

swing in trends of fold hinges and axial planes is a consequence of differential layer-normal 124 

shear rather than downslope strain gradients (Alsop and Weinberger, 2020).  125 

In this study, we focus on soft-sediment deformation and slump horizons located in the 126 

northernmost part of the fan in the Ze’elim gully (GPS coordinates: 31.352296N 35.415178E; 127 

Fig. 1c). The studied slump profile sits directly beneath modern gravels that form the Ze’elim 128 

fan-delta, indicating that the section forms the very youngest part of the Ze’elim Formation. 129 

Structural data collection and AMS sampling were performed along a WSW-ENE trending 130 

wall of the gully (Fig. 2a), which provides an almost prefect profile-view of the slump 131 

horizon. The slump studied by Alsop and Weinberger (2020) is located several tens of meters 132 

upstream along the same gully. 133 

In the lacustrine sediments of the Dead Sea basin, the light-coloured laminae are needles of 134 

aragonite of chemical origin forming a diamagnetic phase, and the dark-coloured detrital 135 

laminae are platy clays of fluvial-aeolian origin forming the paramagnetic phase (Levi et al., 136 

2006b; Elhanati et al., 2020; Ebert et al., 2020). The ferromagnetic (s.l) particles in the 137 

detrital laminae are mainly titanomagnetite, which are transported to the lake by fluvial and 138 

aeolian systems, and greigite, which is a diagenetic product of microbial sulphate reduction 139 

activity in the lake (Ron et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2007; Ebert et al., 2020). 140 
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3. Methods and sampling strategy 141 

3.1. General 142 

The studied slump horizon consists of a ~3-m-long folded layer with nine anticline-syncline 143 

fold pairs that collectively form a ‘fold train’, with individual inflection lines dividing 144 

adjacent structures that are denoted (from west to east) as F1, F2, …., F9 (Fig. 2). An anticline 145 

typically consists of a long, thin backlimb and a short, thick and inverted forelimb that are 146 

separated by an axial plane (Fig. 2). F6 and F7 have a somewhat different geometry that 147 

resembles a ‘box-fold’ or ‘double-vergence’ fold. Due to the size of AMS specimens 148 

compared to the folds, it is useful to define anticline and syncline hinge zones, which extend 149 

into the zone of maximum curvature on both sides of the associated axial planes. 150 

3.2. Structural analyses 151 

3.2.1. Dip-isogon method and thickness variables 152 

The dip-isogon method is a well-established technique of fold classification, where dip 153 

isogons join points of equal dip on adjacent folded surfaces within the fold profile (Ramsay 154 

1967, p.363). In this analysis, t0 is layer thickness measured along the axial plane, while tα is 155 

orthogonal layer thickness measured at various angles to the reference plane orientated at 90° 156 

to the axial plane. Graphs normalise thicknesses by using t’α (where t’α = tα / t0) and plot this 157 

value against dip angle (α) to create a series of fold classes (Fig. 3; Ramsay 1967, p. 366). 158 

Class 1 folds are marked by convergent dip isogons, Class 2 folds by parallel dip isogons, and 159 

Class 3 folds by diverging dip isogons (e.g., Fossen 2016, p.263). In the present study, the 160 

dip-isogon method was used to analyse and compare fold geometries formed in a detrital-rich 161 
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(brown) marker bed (Fig. 3). Our analysis includes dip isogons from both the backlimb and 162 

forelimbs of the hinge zones. 163 

3.2.2. Measuring fold parameters and strain contour maps 164 

There are a range of parameters that may be measured on folds to investigate and compare 165 

their geometries. Amplitude (A) is defined as half the distance from the trough to the crest of 166 

upright folds. Wavelength (λ) is defined as the distance between two points that occupy a 167 

similar position on the fold train (i.e. between adjacent anticline hinges). Wavelength may 168 

also be measured as double the horizontal distance between neighbouring fold hinges, i.e. 169 

double the distance between anticline and syncline fold hinges, forming a fold pair 170 

(Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 2001, p. 206). Thickness of a layer (h) is measured 171 

orthogonal to the folded layer, and can be taken on the backlimb, forelimb or along the axial 172 

plane (AP) of the fold. We analyse folds by comparing amplitudes, wavelengths and layer 173 

thicknesses from different positions on the folds together with the AMS analysis. For each 174 

fold, we also calculate the backlimb to forelimb thickness ratio (RBF), the forelimb to 175 

backlimb thickness ratio (RFB), and the forelimb to axial-plane thickness ratio (RFAP). 176 

Strain contour maps estimate the strain and viscosity contrast between layers during folding 177 

and are calculated by measuring amplitude (A), layer thickness (h), and wavelength (λ) in the 178 

profile plane of single layer folds (e.g. Schmalholz and Podladchikov, 2001; see also 179 

Hudleston and Treagus, 2010). The strain contour map compares amplitude / wavelength 180 

(A/λ) and layer thickness / wavelength (h/λ), with estimates of bulk strain (in terms of % 181 

shortening) and the layer / matrix viscosity ratio being made by reading the position of data 182 

directly off the map (Schmalholz and Podladchikov 2001). The technique assumes linear 183 

viscous folding rather than power law viscous folding and involves analysis of single layer 184 

folds (i.e. unaffected by neighbouring competent beds) (Schmalholtz and Podladchikov 185 
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2001). The technique also presumes all the layer shortening is taken up by buckling with no 186 

out-of-plane movement and was previously applied to soft-sediment folds by Alsop et al. 187 

(2020b). 188 

3.2.3. Inverse-thickness method 189 

The inverse-thickness method was introduced by Lisle (1992) and calculates the post-190 

buckling flattening strain of folds. Assuming that the folds have a parallel (Class 1B) shape 191 

before flattening, the stretch of the layer at any position in the flattened fold is inversely 192 

proportional to the orthogonal thickness of the layer. A polar graph showing inverse thickness 193 

as a function of layer orientation (i.e., tangent orientation) directly yields the shape and 194 

orientation of the flattening strain ellipse. The Rs value defines the ratio of the long to short 195 

axes of the strain ellipse and were visually fitted through the points on the inverse thickness 196 

graph (Fig. 4). 197 

3.3. AMS analysis 198 

3.3.1. Sampling and measurements 199 

Oriented samples were collected from the Ze’elim sediments using 25 × 20 mm (length x 200 

diameter) Perspex (Polymethyl methacrylate) cylinders, which have negligible diamagnetic 201 

susceptibility. In total 97 samples were collected, with 58 from the folded slump horizon, 19 202 

from the basal detachment, 10 from the toe of the slump, and 10 from an ‘undeformed’ 203 

reference layer located 500 m upstream along the Ze’elim gully. Practically, the samples 204 

from the basal detachment include a ~25 mm-thick layer that corresponds to the diameter of 205 

the Perspex cylinders, each of which contains several sheared laminae and adjacent, less 206 

deformed laminae. Samples were sequentially numbered from west to east along the folded 207 
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slump horizon, and samples were further categorized into their structural domains. First, 208 

samples from the anticlinal and synclinal hinge zones were categorized, and then the rest of 209 

the samples were grouped into backlimb and forelimb domains. Because the backlimbs are 210 

much longer than the forelimbs, the number of samples taken from backlimbs is five times 211 

more than from forelimbs. The AMS was measured at the Geological Survey of Israel rock-212 

magnetic laboratory, using a KLY-5 Kappabridge (AGICO Inc.) following the procedures 213 

described in Issachar et al. (2019b). The rock magnetic characterizations of the lacustrine 214 

sediments of the Dead Sea basin were intensively studied in previous works and are not 215 

repeated here (e.g. Ron et al., 2006; Levi et al., 2006a, 2006b; Frank et al., 2006; Ebert et al., 216 

2020; and Elhanati et al., 2020). 217 

3.3.2. AMS parameters and their spatial distribution 218 

The AMS was analysed with Anisoft4.2 and the mean susceptibility km = (k1 + k2 + k3)/3, 219 

magnetic lineation (L= k1/k2), magnetic foliation (F= k2/k3), degree of anisotropy or 220 

eccentricity (P= k1/k3) and the shape of the AMS ellipsoid (T= 2ln(k2/k3)/ln(k1/k3)-1) were 221 

calculated according to Jelínek (1981) and Tarling and Hrouda (1993). These AMS 222 

parameters were analysed using Geographical Information System (GIS), constructing 223 

interpolated maps that show the spatial distribution of L, F, P, T, and L/F in the folded layer. 224 

The GIS-based maps help to characterize different domains of deformation along the folded 225 

layer and compare them with structural data, including values of Rs and RBF. First, the 226 

boundaries of the folded layer and the locations of the samples were digitized and the values 227 

of the AMS parameters were tabulated. Next, values of the AMS parameters were 228 

interpolated by the Inverse Distance Weighted tool (IDW) and the GIS-based spatial 229 

distribution maps were produced. 230 
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4. Results 231 

4.1. Structural data 232 

The slump horizon is detached along a basal surface that dips ~5o eastward towards the Dead 233 

Sea basin, forming a series of fold pairs that verge towards ~E (i.e.. axial planes dip toward 234 

~W). Fold hinges are sub-horizontal and trend N to NNE- (Fig. 2: inset) with a mean plunge 235 

and trend orientation of 05o/013o and 95=10o. The synclines are typically mirror symmetries 236 

of the anticlines (Fig. 2). Short thrusts with a few cm of displacement that decreases upwards 237 

branch from the basal detachment, forming a ‘mini fold and thrust system’ just above it.  238 

The isogon patterns of most folds are almost parallel and consistent with Class 2 similar folds 239 

(Fig. 3). In detail, isogons of F1 are slightly divergent (Class 1C) (Fig. 3c) and those of F3 and 240 

F5 are slightly convergent (Class 3) (Fig. 3j,k). Differences in the isogon and thickness 241 

patterns between the backlimb and forelimb parts of the hinge zones are generally minor, 242 

with the forelimb being somewhat more of a Class 2 fold (e.g., Fig. 3j). The ‘double-243 

vergence’ folds show mainly a Class 1B pattern for the backlimb of F6 and the forelimb of F7 244 

(Fig. 3k). Flattening of folds is distinct with values of Rs between 1.92 and 4.08. The upper 245 

value is associated with F8, which has a sub-horizontal axial plane and recumbent geometry, 246 

whereas the lower value is related to F6 with a more upright axial plane (Fig. 4).  247 

Values of RFB are between 0.8 and 3.4 with the higher values being associated with F8 and F3 248 

(Fig. 5). Values of forelimb to axial-plane thickness ratio RFAP versus elliptical ratio Rs are 249 

presented in Fig. 5d, and show that increased forelimb thickness corresponds to lower Rs. 250 

Within the fold train, amplitude of folds (A) increases as the wavelength (λ) reduces, so that 251 

the A/λ ratio defines a general trend when plotted against λ (Fig. 5a, b). However, the A/λ 252 

ratio is not a straight line when compared to wavelength, with wavelength increasing 253 
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proportionally more than amplitude (Fig. 5b). Analysis of individual fold data on the strain 254 

contour map of Schmalholz and Podladchikov (2001) suggests that the folded layer displays 255 

viscosity contrasts in a typical range between 50 and 250, while calculated layer shortening is 256 

less than 60%, (Fig. 5c). Greater estimates of % shortening (>30%) are associated with the 257 

central area of more upright folding (F3, F4, F5). Although considerable scatter exists, 258 

especially where A/λ forms smaller ratios, folds with lower % shortening have greater 259 

viscosity contrasts compared to adjacent folds with higher % shortening, resulting in more 260 

‘gentle’ trends than the established lines marking fixed viscosity contrasts on the strain 261 

contour map (Fig. 5c). 262 

The inverse-thickness method of Lisle (1992) creates best-fit elliptical ratios (Rs) that 263 

represent the post-buckling flatting strain of folds (Figs. 4, 5d). The Rs value is compared 264 

with the forelimb / axial plane thickness ratio (RFAP) of the folded layer and shows that a 265 

relative increase in forelimb thickness corresponds to lower Rs ratios (Figs. 5d). The more 266 

upright folds in the central part of the fold train (F4, F5, F6, F7) generally display lower Rs 267 

values and greater RFAP, indicating that steeper forelimbs are relatively thickened during post-268 

buckle flattening. Conversely, the more recumbent folds (e.g. F3, F8) with markedly 269 

overturned forelimbs display greater axial plane thickening and lower RFAP values that 270 

corresponds to greater Rs of ~4 (Figs. 5d). 271 

4.2. AMS fabrics 272 

4.2.1. AMS orientations and shapes 273 

The results of the AMS analysis (n=97) are shown in Figs. 6-11, while the measured AMS 274 

parameters are provided in the Supplementary Data. The bulk susceptibility of the layers is 275 

positive with values ranging between 50 and 1340 x10-6 SI (Fig. 6a) with quite similar mean 276 
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and median values of 452 x10-6 SI and 441 x10-6 SI, respectively. The orientations of the 277 

principal AMS axes (eigenvectors) from the backlimbs, forelimbs, anticline and syncline 278 

hinge zones, basal detachment, toe of slump and the ‘undeformed’ reference layer are plotted 279 

in lower-hemisphere, equal-area projections (Fig. 7). For the same structural domains, the 280 

AMS eigenvalues are presented on standard T-P plots (Fig. 7).  281 

The ‘undeformed’ reference layer shows well-clustered, vertical K3 axes, while K1 and K2 282 

axes lie within the bedding plane (girdle) and are distinguishable. The T-P plot shows a 283 

strong oblate shape with relatively high P values, which is indicative of a depositional 284 

environment (Parés, 2015). In terms of shape and AMS parameters, this fabric resembles a 285 

‘deposition fabric’ (i.e.,) but the grouping of K1 and K2 indicates that some preferred 286 

orientation of particles already occurred during deposition expressed by a ‘quasi-deposition 287 

fabric’. For the backlimbs, forelimbs and hinge zones, K3 axes are off-vertical, indicating that 288 

these domains were affected by shearing (Weinberger et al., 2017). K1 axes are sub-horizontal 289 

and typically well-clustered in the SSW direction, parallel to the fold hinges (Fig. 7; top-right 290 

plot). The T-P plots of those domains show significant decrease in the oblateness, changing to 291 

very weak oblate up to prolate in the anticline and syncline hinge zones. The fabrics detected 292 

in the toe of the slump are different, where K3 axes are off-vertical and K1 axes form a high 293 

angle to the fold hinges. The shape of the AMS ellipsoid is conspicuously neutral (T~0). The 294 

basal detachment shows K3 axes is off-vertical while K1 and K2 axes are distributed along the 295 

girdle but are distinguishable. The shape of the AMS ellipsoid varies between strong and 296 

weak oblate. 297 

We focus further on the shape of AMS ellipsoids. Diagrams of T versus Km and P versus Km 298 

show a poor correlation between the shape and eccentricity of the AMS ellipsoids and the 299 

magnetic susceptibility (Fig. 6b, c), indicating that variations in T and P are not related to 300 
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mineralogy. We plot the data on a Flinn-type diagram, which compares the intensities of the 301 

magnetic lineation versus magnetic foliation (Fig 8a). The AMS ellipsoids from the 302 

‘undeformed’ reference layer are distinctly oblate, showing pronounced ‘flattening’. The 303 

AMS ellipsoids from the basal detachment are generally oblate, but show less ‘flattening’ and 304 

spread over a wider range of L-F values than the ‘undeformed’ reference layer. The majority 305 

of the backlimb ellipsoids are oblate, with a few showing neutral or slightly prolate, whereas 306 

the majority of the forelimb ellipsoids showing pronounced ‘constriction’ and are prolate. 307 

Ellipsoids from the hinge zones show a tendency toward prolate, with fabrics from synclinal 308 

and anticlinal hinge zones overlapping and largely indistinguishable. Finally, the AMS 309 

ellipsoids from the toe of the slump are evenly distributed on both sides of the neutral shape.  310 

Figure 8b shows AMS data plotted in T- ln(L) diagram (Levi et al., 2018). Similar to the 311 

Flinn-type diagram, AMS data are categorized according to their structural domains. Straight 312 

trend lines originating in T=1 are fitted separately to data obtained from the reference, 313 

detachment and folded layers (Fig. 8b). This fitting helps to evaluate if a subset population 314 

shares a common value P (P= k1/k3), which represents the degree of anisotropy or 315 

eccentricity of the AMS ellipsoid (Levi et al., 2018). Data from the ‘undeformed’ reference 316 

layer displays an excellent correlation (R2=0.96) as do the data from the basal detachment 317 

(R2=0.92). For the folded layer, data from the different structural domains lie closely along 318 

the same line/slope for interception at (1,0) but have varied R2 with data from the forelimbs 319 

showing very good correlation (R2=0.93); data from the backlimbs displaying a fair 320 

correlation (R2=0.70); and data from the anticline and syncline hinge zones showing fair 321 

(R2=0.52) and poor (R2=0.22) correlations, respectively (Fig. 8b). 322 

Values of the shape parameter T are plotted along the studied folded layer and are denoted by 323 

a running sample number between 20 (west) and 87 (east) (Fig. 9). Data are differentiated 324 
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according to their associated fold and structural domains (backlimbs, forelimbs and hinge 325 

zones). T values fluctuate as the samples move from one domain to another. In several cases, 326 

T values from the anticline and syncline hinge zones form local ‘minima’, corresponding to 327 

values of T<0 and a prolate shape in highly deformed zones. As indicated in the Flinn-type 328 

diagram (Fig. 8a), T values from the toe of the slump are quite close to T=0, corresponding to 329 

a neutral shape of the AMS ellipsoid.  330 

The T values are plotted against values of RFB (Fig. 5e) and RFAP (Fig. 5f). These plots show 331 

that in each case an increase in the relative thickness of the forelimb corresponds to lower T 332 

values that mark more prolate AMS fabrics. The folds with the lowest T value and lower 333 

thickness ratios (RFB and RFAP) also generally display a low Rs ratio (e.g. F6) (Fig. 5d, e, f). 334 

4.2.2. Spatial distribution of AMS data 335 

GIS-based maps showing the spatial distribution of L, F, P, T, L/F and T/L in the folded layer 336 

are presented in Figs 10 and 11. Excluding F1 and F2, the magnetic lineation is relatively low 337 

(i.e., green to yellow colours) in the backlimbs and increases (i.e., gradient of red colour) 338 

towards the anticline hinge zones (e.g., F3, F8; Fig. 10a). The magnetic foliation is relatively 339 

high in the backlimbs, decreasing towards the hinge zones (e.g., F3, F8; Fig. 10b). The P 340 

values within the folded layer are everywhere quite low (relative to the reference), excluding 341 

the backlimb of F8 and the long backlimb of F1 that might preserve the primary, high value of 342 

the ‘quasi-depositional fabric’ as has commonly been observed in lacustrine sediments (Fig. 7 343 

‘undeformed’ reference layer; Fig. 10c). The T values show the most coherent pattern of all 344 

the AMS parameters (Fig. 10d), indicating an oblate shape in the backlimbs and a prolate (or 345 

neutral) shape in the hinge zones and forelimbs. The L/F values display zones of shape 346 

variation relative to neutral shape, highlighting the prolate shapes (L/F>1) in the hinge zones 347 
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(Fig. 11a). The T/L values display pronounced zones of shape variation, also highlighting the 348 

prolate shapes in the hinge zones (Fig. 11b). 349 

To facilitate the comparison between the AMS and structural data, values of the long to short 350 

axes ratio of the strain ellipse Rs (Fig. 11c) and forelimb to axial-plane thickness ratio RFAP 351 

(Fig. 11d) are denoted as single values in the anticline hinge zone of each fold. 352 

Representative maps showing Rs and RFAP values on top of the spatial distribution of T and P 353 

are presented in Figure 11c, d, e. Many of the hinge zones have ‘warm’ colours 354 

corresponding to low values of T and prolate shapes. A good correlation is observed between 355 

the spatial distribution of T and RFAP (presented in inverse colours), corresponding to high 356 

deformation and thickness ratios of RFAP <0.6. For Rs, a fair affinity to the spatial distribution 357 

of T (6 out of 9 values; Fig. 11d) and a weak affinity to the spatial distribution of P (4 out of 358 

9 values; Fig. 11e) within the hinge zones are observed. 359 

5. Discussion 360 

5.1. Fold geometry and kinematics based on structural data 361 

The folded layer is a slump horizon in the late Holocene Ze’elim Formation that formed due 362 

to gravity-driven mass transport toward the Dead Sea depocentre. Field observations of 363 

adjacent slump horizons indicate that slumping occurs near the surface and the slope failure 364 

has been a slow ‘creep’ event generated by slope instability rather than catastrophic failure 365 

associated with large earthquakes (Alsop and Weinberger, 2020). The folded layer consists of 366 

a series of regularly-spaced folds, the majority of which are similar (shear; Class 2) folds 367 

(Fig. 3). The flattening of the folds as indicated by the inverse-thickness method (Fig. 4) 368 

suggests that folding initiated with the formation of regular buckle folds, which progressively 369 

changed to more similar-style folds during continuous creep. In this sense, layers became 370 
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more passive as they flowed and exerted only minor mechanical influence on the folding 371 

during the progressive deformation. 372 

In summary, the general correlations between the measured fold wavelengths and amplitudes 373 

suggest that the folds initiated by buckling of a relatively competent layer (Fig. 5a, b). The 374 

relationships with layer thickness provide broad estimates of viscosity contrasts between 375 

layers via strain contour maps (Fig. 5c), while the inverse-thickness method of Lisle (1992) 376 

creates best-fit elliptical ratios (Rs) that represent the post-buckling flatting strain of folds 377 

(Figs. 4, 5d). These plots collectively suggest that buckle folds might be progressively 378 

modified by downslope shearing and/or a flattening component of deformation leading to 379 

more ‘similar’ styles of folding. 380 

5.2. AMS fabrics of the folded slump horizon 381 

To gain more insight into the folding process at the microscale, we analyze the magnetic 382 

fabrics of the folded layer, which serve as strain markers in the soft-sediments invisible to the 383 

naked eye. The poor correlation between the shape T and eccentricity P of the AMS 384 

ellipsoids and the magnetic susceptibility, allows us to discard the possibility that variations 385 

in T and P along the folded layer are related to mineralogy. The AMS analysis aims to 386 

approximate the strain geometry but does not intend to estimate the magnitude of the finite 387 

strain. 388 

5.2.1. Orientations of the principal AMS axes 389 

Previous studies of slump horizons were mainly focused on the relation between the transport 390 

direction of folds in mass transport deposits (MTDs) and the orientation of the principal AMS 391 

axes. These studies (Liu et al., 2001; Parés, 2015; Weinberger et al., 2017; Alsop et al., 392 
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2020a) show that the AMS fabrics have common affinities to the transport direction including 393 

(1) K1 axes which are oriented parallel to the fold hinges and normal to the axis of the 394 

transport direction; (2) K2 axes which are parallel to the axis of the transport direction; and 395 

(3) K3 axes which deviate from the vertical, showing a trail of axes that are commonly 396 

directed toward the absolute transport direction (in a lower hemisphere projection). Based on 397 

these affinities, a viable way to infer the transport directions of folds in MTDs and 398 

reconstruct the basin depocentre in ancient settings were demonstrated, e.g., inferring the 399 

radial pattern of the Lisan slumps toward the depocentre of the Dead Sea Basin (Weinberger 400 

et al., 2017). The principal AMS axes of the Ze’elim slumps show similar characteristics to 401 

those of the Lisan slumps, including hinge-parallel K1 axes and a trail of K3 axes directed 402 

eastward toward the depocentre of the basin (Fig. 7). The AMS fabric of the basal 403 

detachment shows similarity to the folded layer in which K1 axes are normal to the shearing 404 

direction. This direction of K1 axes is in agreement with the slow, creeping movement along 405 

the basal detachment. In a variety of hydrodynamic settings, K1 and K2 axes could switch 406 

(Rees, 1983; Levi et al., 2006a, figure 3), including transport along bedding-plane slip 407 

surfaces triggered by seismic activity (Weinberger et al., 2016), and flowing along basal 408 

surfaces underneath surge glaciers (Hooyer et al., 2008; Raposo et al., 2021). 409 

5.2.2. Shape variations of the AMS ellipsoid 410 

As the general eastward transport direction of the Ze’elim slumps toward the depocentre is 411 

well-established by detailed structural measurements (Alsop and Weinberger, 2020) and the 412 

trail of K3 axes (Fig. 7), we further focus on the shape evolution of the AMS fabrics during 413 

slumping and folding. The AMS shape of the ‘undeformed’ reference layer of the Ze’elim 414 

sediments has characteristics of the ‘quasi deposition fabric’, showing a strong oblate AMS 415 

ellipsoid and forming a distinct group of data on the Flinn-type diagram, which is 416 
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characterized by low intensity of magnetic lineation and high intensity of magnetic foliation 417 

(Fig. 8a). The deposition environment of the reference layer is also highlighted in the T-P 418 

plot (Fig. 7) and the T-ln(L) diagram (Fig. 8b). This fabric is akin to that of the ‘deposition 419 

fabric’ of late-Pleistocene Lisan sediments that accumulated in Lake Lisan, the predecessor 420 

of the Dead Sea (e.g., Levi et al., 2006a, 2006b, 2014). Notably, even for the ‘undeformed’ 421 

reference layer, the shape of the ellipsoid is not purely oblate as T varies between 0.85 and 422 

0.6 (Fig 8b), indicating that the fluvial-lacustrine depositional environment had already 423 

enhanced weak particle alignment (Rees, 1983). Nevertheless, the evolved (deformation) 424 

fabrics of the slump horizon are significantly different from the pre-slump, primary (quasi-425 

depositional) fabric as discussed below. 426 

Deformation along the basal detachment had already distorted the primary fabric prior to 427 

folding, reducing its oblateness and intensity of foliation (Figs. 7, 8). The deformation was 428 

localised along a thin set of laminae directly underneath the folded layer, the thickness of 429 

which is smaller than the diameter of the obtained AMS samples. At the scale of the samples, 430 

the deformed laminae affect the bulk shape of the AMS ellipsoid, separating the samples 431 

from the basal detachment from that of the ‘undeformed’ reference layer in the Flinn-type 432 

diagram (Fig. 8a). On the T-ln(L) diagram, samples from the undeformed and the detachment 433 

layers have a similar origin at T=~0.8 (and a theoretical origin at T=1), but are associated 434 

with different lines of constant eccentricity P (Fig. 8b). The slope of each line is inversely 435 

related to the values of P, i.e., negative, less steep slope is related to higher values of P (Levi 436 

et al., 2018). Hence, the eccentricity of the AMS ellipsoid was reduced during the detachment 437 

processes. Since AMS data from the folded layer have the highest negative slope (Fig. 8b), 438 

the slumping and folding processes further reduced the ellipsoid eccentricity. Likewise, a 439 

general decrease in ellipsoid eccentricity from the initial (depositional) to final (tectonic) 440 

conditions were recorded from magnetic fabrics in sandbox models simulating contraction 441 
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(Almqvist and Koyi, 2018). The folding changes the fabric from oblate to prolate via a 442 

neutral shape (Fig. 9), and increases the intensity of lineation, as is mainly detected in the 443 

anticline and syncline hinge zones and also in the intervening, inverted short forelimb (Fig. 444 

10). The AMS data from the toe of the slump extends evenly from both sides of the plane 445 

strain line (Figs. 8a, 9), suggesting that they have a neutral fabric that evolves due to the 446 

combination of both primary (quasi) deposition fabric and secondary deformation fabric. We 447 

present a summary cartoon that illustrates sections through the AMS ellipsoid, corresponding 448 

to deformation in different structural domains in a folded soft-sediment layer above a basal 449 

detachment (Fig. 12). The cartoon displays schematic Flinn-type diagrams of plotted AMS 450 

data, suggesting a gradual transition from a primary oblate shape toward an evolved prolate 451 

shape during deformation mainly in the hinge zones and the forelimbs. We postulate that 452 

Figure 12 approximates the sections through the strain ellipsoid in a folded layer. 453 

5.3. Rearrangement of particles during folding 454 

The variations in the orientation and shape of the AMS ellipsoids during folding indicates 455 

that changes occurred in the soft-sediment down to the microscopic scale. Shearing during 456 

slumping would tend to physically rotate particles in such a way that rolling would result in 457 

the particle short axes pointing toward the transport direction. The orientation of the particle 458 

long axis strongly depends on the hydrodynamic regime together with particle concentration 459 

and interaction, and frictional properties of the detachment (Schöfisch et al., 2021), and may 460 

point either normal to or parallel to the transport direction (Rees and Woodall, 1975; Rees, 461 

1983). Consequently, the particle short and long axes typically coincide with the direction of 462 

the minimum and maximum susceptibility axes, respectively. For the hydrodynamic regime 463 

in the lakes formed in the Dead Sea basin, the magnetic fabrics of slump horizons and the 464 

basal detachment have a trail of K3 axes pointing toward the transport direction, and well-465 
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clustered K1 axes parallel to the fold hinges and normal to the transport direction (Weinberger 466 

et al., 2017). These changes in the slump horizon are corroborated with changes in the shape 467 

of the AMS ellipsoid, as the initial settling of the particles within the bedding plane is 468 

distorted. A progressive particle rearrangement occurred in the hinge zones, as particles move 469 

toward these zones and rotated into the axial planes of the folds, resulting in a more prolate 470 

fabric in the hinge zones and forelimbs than in the backlimbs. This process could be 471 

visualized in terms of deformation in metamorphic rocks, keeping in mind the obvious 472 

differences between soft-sediment deformation and deformation during metamorphism; i.e., 473 

the former process physically rotate and reorient the particles in a hydroplastic process while 474 

the latter process changes the crystal orientation via ductile deformation and recrystallisation 475 

in the solid state. In that sense, ‘S0’ mimics the primary deposition fabric, which are 476 

associated with foliation of the original bedding. ‘S1’ mimics the folding phase of 477 

deformation in the hinge zones, forming foliation parallel to the axial planes. The intersection 478 

of ‘S0’ and ‘S1’ resulted in the formation of lineation ‘L1’ in the hinge zones and a prolate 479 

shape with its k1 parallel to the direction of the hinge line. In reality, the magnetic foliation of 480 

‘S0’ evolves mainly due to the contribution of the paramagnetic particles, which are platy 481 

clays of fluvial-aeolian origin forming the dark detrital laminae (Levi et al., 2006b; Elhanati 482 

et al., 2020; Ebert et al., 2020). The magnetic foliation ‘S1’ represents those platy clays that 483 

rotate into the axial plane at the hinge zones, forming secondary foliation parallel to this 484 

plane. The bulk effect is an evolving lineation ‘L1’ along the intersection of the primary and 485 

secondary fabrics composed of platy clays. Although this effect could spatially be detected in 486 

the backlimbs, it is much better developed in the hinge zones (either anticlines or synclines) 487 

and forelimbs (Fig. 10), where thickening and deformation are more intense. Our results 488 

demonstrate the significant role played by the folding in changing the fabric from 489 

depositional to deformation. Layer-parallel shortening may induce small 'invisible' lateral 490 
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compaction during early stages of slumping, which contributes to particle reorganisation and 491 

fabric change (Almqvist and Koyi, 2018). 492 

5.4. AMS fabrics as strain markers 493 

It has long been postulated and affirmed that AMS fabrics serve as subtle strain markers of 494 

deformed lithified rocks (e.g., Hrouda, 1982; Tarling and Hrouda, 1993; Borradaile and 495 

Jackson, 2010; Levi and Weinberger, 2011; Mamtani et al., 2013; Issachar et al., 2019a; 496 

Boiron et al., 2020). We focus on soft-sediment deformation and note that increasing 497 

forelimb thickness corresponds to lower T values, marking prolate shapes in these zones 498 

(Figs. 7, 9). The dense sampling of the folded layer (Fig. 2b) allows us to produce 499 

interpolation maps of the AMS parameters and present their spatial distribution. Such maps 500 

provide a new avenue for presenting and exploring AMS data and aid in comparisons to 501 

traditional structural data. This can be demonstrated by the spatial distribution of L/F and T/L, 502 

which directly highlights domains that deviate from neutral shape, including hinge zones and 503 

forelimbs (Fig. 11a). As the magnetic lineation is parallel to the hinge lines (Fig. 7), the 2D 504 

maps approximate a 3D view of the orientation and shape of strain ellipsoids, but provide an 505 

imprecise view of their absolute magnitudes. Prolate shapes evolve in the hinge zones parallel 506 

to the hinge lines and these zones show pronounced thickening, indicating a good correlation 507 

between the shape parameter T and the thickness ratio RFAP (Fig. 11c). The flattening of the 508 

folds as indicated by values of Rs shows a fair correlation to T and a weak correlation to P, 509 

which could be the result of the 3D nature of the folding process (Fig. 11c). The inverse-510 

thickness method provides single values of Rs that approximate the strain ellipses in a 2D 511 

profile, but particle movements during folding could be out of this (profile) plane. It is 512 

notable that sediments acquire relatively high values of P during deposition due to particle 513 

preferred arrangement within the bedding plane, but commonly display decreasing values of 514 
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P during deformation (Fig. 7). This phenomenon explains the weak correlation between P 515 

and Rs. In that sense, the T parameter might better approximate the 3D strain geometry of the 516 

folded layer and provides an important addition to the traditional 2D methods of obtaining 517 

strain geometry. Moreover, obtaining the 3D strain is tedious work that is based on 518 

combining 2D data from several differently oriented sections. It is also heavily dependent on 519 

pre-existing markers that have changed shape during deformation. Even if strain markers 520 

such as conglomerate pebbles exist and can be analysed for 3D strain (Fossen, 2016, p.63-521 

65), they may actually influence folding by serving as sites of hinge nucleation near large, 522 

non-spherical stress-concentrating clasts. Our work suggests that magnetic fabrics from 523 

folded layers could be of great help in tracing the deformation process by obtaining 524 

information about the strain geometry and intensity when classic strain markers are absent, or 525 

pose limitations, on the reliability of the analysis. 526 

6. Summary and Conclusions 527 

The study of the folded layer is performed in wet, unlithified sediments of the Holocene 528 

Ze’elim Formation, which are only recently exposed due to continuous lake level falls and 529 

shrinkage of the Dead Sea. In this situation, the modern slope and the basal detachment are 530 

directly visible, slumping having occurred as a single event in the past few centuries, 531 

meaning that later tectonics, which might obliterate and complicate the strain path can be 532 

discounted. The structural analysis indicates that folding initiated with the formation of 533 

regular buckle folds above a basal detachment, which are progressively modified to similar 534 

folds during continuous downslope creep. During this process the hinge zones and forelimbs 535 

became thicker than the backlimbs.  536 
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Greater insight into the folding process at the microscale is gained by analyzing the AMS 537 

fabrics of the undeformed and deformed sediments. Within the folded layer, the AMS shows 538 

deformation fabrics, which are different from the quasi-deposition fabrics detected in the 539 

‘undeformed’ reference layers. In terms of orientation, the principal AMS axes in the folded 540 

layer show hinge-parallel K1 axes and a trail of K3 axes directed eastward toward the 541 

depocentre of the Dead Sea basin. In terms of shape, undeformed layers are oblate, whereas 542 

the majority of the backlimb data are less oblate, with a few showing neutral or slightly 543 

prolate shapes. The majority of data from the forelimb and hinge zones are more prolate. 544 

Samples from the toe of the slump have a neutral shape that might evolve due to the 545 

combination of both primary (quasi) deposition fabric and secondary deformation fabric. We 546 

postulate that deformation recorded by the AMS analysis approximates well to sections 547 

through the strain ellipsoid in the folded layer, and serves as strain markers that are invisible 548 

to the naked eye. In undeformed layers, clay particles are all flattened and give an oblate 549 

shape. The deformation fabrics are created by grains reorganising and particles moving 550 

relative to one another. In the hinge zones, particles physically rotate as they enter into the 551 

shear zone, resulting in shortening of the intermediate axis and evolving into a prolate shape. 552 

Because the hinge zones are thicker than other structural domains, there are more clay 553 

particles that rotate and this enhances the evolving prolate shape. The intersection of the 554 

primary (deposition) and secondary (deformation) fabrics in the hinge zones increases the 555 

intensity of the lineation in these zones relative to its intensity in the backlimbs.  556 

The interpolation maps showing the spatial distribution of the AMS parameters provide a 557 

new avenue for presenting and exploring AMS data and comparing them with more classical 558 

structural data and techniques developed by John Ramsay amongst others. There is a good 559 

correlation between the shape parameter T and the forelimb to axial plane thickness ratio RFAP 560 

and a fair correlation to the elliptical Rs ratios. The eccentricity parameter P shows only a 561 
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weak correlation to the strain variable Rs and is less useful as a strain marker. Our study 562 

suggests that magnetic fabrics from folded soft-sediment layers could be of great help in 563 

tracing the deformation process by obtaining information about the strain geometry and 564 

relative intensities when classic strain markers are absent, or pose limitation, on the reliability 565 

of the analysis. 566 
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Figure captions 749 

Figure 1: (a) General map showing tectonic plates in the Middle East and the location of the 750 

Dead Sea Fault (DSF), a sinistral transform between Sinai subplate and Arabian plate. Red 751 

box marks the study area in the Dead Sea basin. Black arrows show the relative plate motion. 752 

(b) Generalised map showing the present Dead Sea, including the position of the study site in 753 

Ze’elim gully. The extent of the late Pleistocene Lisan Formation and the Holocene Ze’elim 754 

Formation and the anthropogenic evaporites of the Dead Sea Ponds are shown. Black box 755 

marks the study area. Fault traces are based on Sneh and Weinberger (2014). (c) Oblique 756 

drone photograph looking NNW along the previous (yellow dotted lines) and current 757 

shorelines of the Dead Sea, highlighting the study site in Ze’elim gully (box marked by a 758 

white arrow) and the position of the shoreline separating different slope angles. Rectangle 759 

marks the study area of Alsop and Weinberger (2020). The escarpment of the Dead Sea 760 

western border fault zone is seen in the background.  761 

Figure 2: (a) Line drawing of the studied folded layer and the associated basal and upper 762 

detachments. The studied fold train comprising nine folds are denoted by F1, F2,…and F9. 763 

Top-right: lower hemisphere, equal-area projection of hinge orientations (n=7) measured 764 

along the studied folded layer. Kamb contouring is with contour interval of 3 sigma, counting 765 

area of 12.5% net area and significance level of 1 sigma. Blue arrows indicate the trend of the 766 

studied Ze’elim gully. (b) Photograph and annotation (white line) showing the sampled 767 

folded layer and the basal detachment in the Ze’elim gully. Location of samples and their 768 

serial numbers are denoted. Basal detachment - 1-19 (red); folded layers – 20-77 (yellow); 769 

toe of fold – 78-87 (green). 770 
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Figure 3: (a) - (i) Photographs and detailed line drawings of F1 to F9 folds, including traces of 771 

axial planes (thick white line) and representative dip isogons (thin white lines). c), j), k), l) 772 

Charts of dip-isogon analyses based on Ramsay (1967, see text) with data separated into 773 

backlimb and forelimb of each fold. 774 

Figure 4: Application of the inverse-thickness method (Lisle, 1992; see text) to the studied 775 

folded layer, showing flattening strain ellipses for the F1 to F9 folds. The inverse thickness 776 

method plots (1/t) for various orientations of the layer tangent around the fold, where t is the 777 

orthogonal thickness (see Lisle 1992, p.370). The inverse thickness (1/t) is plotted from a 778 

common central point, each in the direction of the tangent to create an array of points to 779 

which a best-fit ellipse is matched. Rs value is the ratio of the ellipse long to short axes. 780 

Figure 5: Graphs comparing parameters measured from the folded layer. (a) Fold amplitude 781 

(A) versus wavelength (λ), (b) fold amplitude / wavelength plotted against wavelength, (c) 782 

Strain contour maps of Schmalholz and Podladchikov (2001) that plot fold amplitude / 783 

wavelength against layer thickness / wavelength. The grid lines show estimated % shortening 784 

and viscosity contrasts for folded layers. Arrow highlights the gentle slope of the data 785 

compared to viscosity contrast lines on the map. (d) Elliptical ratio (Rs) of Lisle (1992) 786 

plotted against the forelimb / axial plane ratio (RFAP). T parameter from AMS analysis is 787 

plotted against (e) the forelimb to backlimb thickness ratio (RFB), and (f) the forelimb to 788 

axial-plane thickness ratio (RFAP). Arrows show general trends of data on each graph, while 789 

F1 – F9 labels correspond to individual folds. In (b) and (c) syncline hinges are distinguished 790 

by the blue squares. 791 

Figure 6: (a) Frequencies of mean susceptibilities (Km) of 97 studied samples. (b) T versus Km 792 

diagram; (c) P versus Km diagram. 793 
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Figure 7: Cartoon schematically illustrating a folded layer and distributed AMS data that are 794 

grouped into structural domains, including a basal detachment, backlimbs, forelimbs, 795 

anticline and syncline hinge zones, and toe of the slump as well as data from an ‘undeformed’ 796 

reference layer. Stereoplots are lower hemisphere, equal-area projection of AMS principal 797 

axes (eigenvectors) with 95% confidence ellipses. Red squares, green triangles, and blue 798 

circles represent the K1, K2, and K3 axes, respectively. T-P diagrams show the shape T versus 799 

the degree of anisotropy P of the AMS eigenvalues. Flow direction is marked by a black 800 

arrow and movement direction along the basal detachment by green arrows. HZ-hinge zone; 801 

AP-axial plane. Top-right: Lower hemisphere, equal-area projection of hinge-line 802 

orientations (n=7) measured along the studied folded layer (see also inset in Fig. 2a). Note 803 

that the hinge lines are sub-parallel to the K1 axes in anticline and syncline hinge zones. 804 

Figure 8: AMS data of the studied folded layer, basal detachment zone, and the ‘undeformed’ 805 

reference layer in Ze’elim gully plotted in (a) Flinn-type diagram (i.e., magnetic lineation 806 

versus magnetic foliation), where line of neutral shape separates prolate and oblate shapes of 807 

the AMS ellipsoid; and (b) T-ln(L) diagram (Levi et al., 2018), where T is the shape of the 808 

AMS ellipsoid and L is the magnetic lineation. T>0 represents an oblate shape; T<0 809 

represents a prolate shape and T=0 is attributed to a neutral shape. Dashed lines radiating 810 

from T=1 (pure oblate) are lines of equal k1/k3 ratios (i.e., eccentricity P of the AMS 811 

ellipsoids), which are fitted to sub-sets of the AMS data according to their structural domains 812 

(backlimbs, forelimbs, anticline and syncline hinges; R2 are indicated). Line characterizing 813 

the ‘deposition environment’ is fitted to data from the ‘undeformed’ reference layer; line 814 

characterizing the ‘detachment process’ is fitted to data from the detachment; and a line 815 

corresponding to the ‘folding process’ is fitted to the data from fold domains including the 816 

backlimbs, forelimbs and hinge zones. Data from the toe of the slump are not presented. 817 

Legend for (a) and (b) is the same. 818 
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Figure 9: Variations of (a) T, the shape of the AMS ellipsoid, and (b) Km  the magnetic 819 

susceptibility, along the studied folded layer and its toe, denoted by serial numbers between 820 

20 (west) and 87 (east). Vertical dotted lines mark the boundaries between two adjacent folds 821 

(e.g., F1 and F2). Values from different structural domains (backlimb, forelimb, anticline and 822 

syncline hinge zones) are marked with different symbols (see legend). Dashed red arrows 823 

highlight decreasing values of T from backlimbs to anticline hinge zones, and blue dashed 824 

arrows highlight the increasing value of T from local minima in syncline hinge zones to 825 

backlimbs.  826 

Figure 10: GIS-based maps showing the interpolated spatial distribution of the AMS 827 

parameters within the folded layer for (a) L, (b) F, (c) P, and (d) T. The diameter and location 828 

of circles correspond to the extracted AMS specimens and their measured values are related 829 

to the colour scale to the left. Fold structures F1, F2,…F9 are labelled. 830 

Figure 11: GIS-based maps showing the interpolated spatial distribution of calculated (a) L/F 831 

ratios, and(b) T/L ratios. (c) RFAP values in coloured circles in a scale between 0.27 and 0.95 832 

on top of the spatial distribution of T within the folded layer. Fold structures F1, F2,…F9 are 833 

marked. (d) Rs values presented in coloured circles in a scale between 1.92 and 4.08 on top of 834 

the spatial distribution of T within the folded layer. (e) Rs values presented in coloured circles 835 

in a scale between 1.92 and 4.08 on top of the spatial distribution of P within the folded layer. 836 

Figure 12: Summary cartoon illustrating a folded layer formed along an inclined basal 837 

detachment (slope >5o). Different structural domains, including the backlimb, forelimb, hinge 838 

zone (HZ), and the toe of the slump are marked. The downslope flow is marked by a black 839 

arrow, while the movement direction along the basal detachment is indicated by green 840 

arrows. Small block diagrams show sections through the AMS ellipsoid while adjacent Flinn-841 
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type diagrams schematically display the plotted AMS data for the different structural 842 

domains. The blue diagonal lines on the Flinn-type diagrams correspond to plane strain, 843 

while L and F labels refer to lineation and foliation respectively. The ellipsoids on the block 844 

diagrams are orientated such that the maximum AMS axis is parallel to the fold hinges. For 845 

comparison, the AMS ellipsoid from an ‘undeformed’ reference layer is shown on the left. 846 
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